Enhancement App

Mobile Asset Assistant
Asset Management in the Palm of Your Hand
The ability to step away from a desk or computer to perform specific tasks is sometimes required when
managing a communications operation. Certain activities such as audits of remote locations or receiving
and entering shipments of new assets into the system cannot be done from a stationary position. In many
cases however, communications professionals find themselves collecting information by hand then entering
this information into a computer when they return to their desk, therefore creating unnecessary steps in the
workflow process. To combat this, MCM created the Mobile Asset Assistant Enhancement App, or MAA.
The MAA app gives users direct access to many of the asset management functions in the Core Application
through a mobile computing, barcode scanning device. This application allows all asset records to be synced
and downloaded to the device (via cradle or wireless network) before the remote activities begin. Once
synced, the handheld app provides a simplified way of capturing, tracking, and managing all assets while on
the go. Using the MAA app, users can perform audits of locations, updates to individual and multiple asset
records, and exchanges (swaps) of serialized equipment using barcode scanning technology. This allows operations to access the power of the Core Application anywhere they need it.

CORE APP COMPATIBILITY
CommSHOP 360º and CommASSET 360º

BASIC FUNCTIONALITY
•

Electronically Audit Remote Sites without
internet connectivity.

•

Quickly add new assets to your inventory
simply by scanning barcodes as items are
received.

•

Track assignment and location changes as
they are performed from live in the field.

WANT TO LEARN MORE?
If you are interested in learning more about
this or any of our other Enhancement Applications, please contact us at (877) 626-6157 or
visit us on the web at mcmtechnology.com.

